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1 Introduction

Timely and reliable delivery of data (e.g., digital media) to heterogeneous re-
ceivers is a central issue. The simplest scenario is point-to-point transmission,
i.e., delivering data from a sender to a receiver. The most commonly used
transport protocol in this scenario to provide timely and reliable delivery is
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP provides timely and reliable
delivery of data if the network between the sender and the receiver is next to
perfect, i.e., if end-to-end latency and packet loss between sender and receiver
is small. However, TCP can work poorly if the end-to-end latency or packet
loss is larger. It is not feasible to use TCP in other scenarios, such as broad-
cast/multicast transmission.

In this document we outline the usage of CodornicesRq, a software library
that implements the RaptorQ erasure code specified in IETF RFC 6330.

As we describe below, CodornicesRq can be used in essentially any trans-
mission scenario to enhance timely and reliable delivery of data. These scenarios
include delivery of both streaming data and delivery of large data objects, and
they include point-to-point, broadcast/multicast, multi-path, and multi-source
transmission.

1.1 Basic CodornicesRq terminology and functionality

A source block is a block of data CodornicesRq can operate on independently.
Generally, an application uses CodornicesRq to generate encoded data from a
source block to be transmitted at a sender, and a corresponding application
uses CodornicesRq to decode a source block from received encoded data at a
receiver.

A source block is encoded and decoded by CodornicesRq in units of data
called symbols. Each symbol associated with the same source block is the same
size. A source block is partitioned into K symbols, called source symbols, where
K is equal to the source block size divided by the symbol size rounded up to the
nearest integer. (The last source symbol of a source block is logically padded
with zeroes to a full symbol size if necessary.) A symbol identifier is associated
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with each symbol of a source block, where the K source symbols have symbol
identifiers 〈0, 1, . . . ,K − 1〉, and the remaining symbols, called repair symbols,
have symbol identifiers 〈K,K + 1, . . .〉.

The top row of Figure 1 (shown on page 24) shows a source block (blue), and
the bottom row shows the K source symbols (blue) into which the source block
is partitioned with associated source symbol identifiers 〈0, 1, . . . ,K − 1〉 (red),
and also shows repair symbols (yellow) with associated symbol identifiers (red)
where the identifier values are indicated by their relative horizontal position.

The functionality provided by CodornicesRq for a source block is the fol-
lowing: Given M ≥ K input symbols and a corresponding sequence Mseq of
M input symbol identifiers, and given a sequence Nseq of N output symbol
identifiers, CodornicesRq can generate the N output symbols associated with
the source block corresponding to the sequence Nseq of output symbol identi-
fiers. (In some rare cases, M needs to be slightly larger than K.) This basic
property provides full functionality for encoding, decoding, and transcoding (a
combination of decoding and encoding in one step).

Below are some example uses of this functionality for a simple point-to-point
transmission from a sender to a receiver (with a middle amplifier in the transcod-
ing example). In this example, and more generally, when symbols are delivered
to an application, the corresponding symbol identifiers are also delivered to the
application in order to identify the symbols. Typically, a symbol identifier is
carried in the header of the packet that carries the corresponding symbol in its
payload.

• Encoding at a sender: An application partitions a source block into K
source symbols corresponding to the sequence Kseq = 〈0, 1, . . . ,K − 1〉 of
K source symbol identifiers. The application provides to CodornicesRq

the input symbol identifier sequence Kseq, the K corresponding source
symbols as input symbols, and an output symbol identifier sequence

Rseq = 〈K,K + 1, . . . ,K + R− 1〉

of R repair symbol identifiers. CodornicesRq generates as output symbols
the R repair symbols corresponding to Rseq. The application transmits
in packets to the receiver the K source symbols and R repair symbols,
together with their corresponding symbol identifiers.

• Decoding at a receiver: An application extracts M ≥ K input symbols
associated with a source block and the sequence Mseq of M corresponding
input symbol identifiers from received packets. The application provides
to CodornicesRq the input symbol identifier sequence Mseq, the M cor-
responding input symbols, and the output symbol identifier sequence

Kseq = 〈0, 1, . . . ,K − 1〉

of the K source symbol identifiers. CodornicesRq generates as output
symbols the K source symbols corresponding to Kseq, and the concatena-
tion of the K source symbols is the recovered source block.
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• Transcoding at an amplifier between sender and receiver: An
application immediately transmits all packets received from the sender
to the receiver. The application extracts M ≥ K input symbols asso-
ciated with a source block and the sequence Mseq of M corresponding
input symbol identifiers from the received packets. The application pro-
vides to CodornicesRq the input symbol identifier sequence Mseq, the M
corresponding input symbols, and the output symbol identifier sequence

Sseq = 〈K + R,K + R− 1, . . . ,K + R + S − 1〉

of S output symbol identifiers. CodornicesRq generates the S output
symbols corresponding to Sseq, and the application transmits in pack-
ets to the receiver the S generated output symbols, together with their
corresponding symbol identifiers.

The parameters associated with each source block are determined by appli-
cations using CodornicesRq, e.g., the size of each source block, the data in each
source block, and the symbol size associated with each source block, how many
and which output symbols to generate, are all determined by applications using
CodornicesRq.

1.2 Library portability features

CodornicesRq is designed to be portable to essentially any platform. The fol-
lowing CodornicesRq library features help to assure this:

• The library is a plain C library that only depends on having a C compiler.
(there are no other dependencies).

• The library is stateless, and thus also reentrant and thread safe.

• The library does not use floating point.

• The library does not allocate memory.

Thus, the application using CodornicesRq is responsible for allocating mem-
ories of the appropriate sizes and passing pointers to these memories to CodornicesRq.
CodornicesRq has helper functions that the application can call to obtain the
appropriate sizes of the memories to allocate and pass to CodornicesRq.

1.3 Library support features

CodornicesRq supports source blocks where the code dimension or the number
of source symbols K for each source block is in the range

〈1, 2, . . . , 56, 403〉.

CodornicesRq defines a RQ MAX K constant to define this limit on the maximum
number of source symbols supported by the library, namely, RQ MAX K is defined
to be 56,403.
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A symbol identifier is a 32-bit integer value, and symbol identifiers for a
source block are in the range

〈0, 1, . . . , 231 − 1〉 = 〈0, 1, . . . , 2, 147, 483, 647〉.

The maximum symbol size supported is 216 = 65, 536 bytes. The symbol size
used by the application may be longer or shorter than the symbol size used by
CodornicesRq. For example, if an application uses a long symbol size, then in
many cases it is more efficient to use CodornicesRq to encode or decode using a
shorter symbol, where each application symbol is partitioned into sequences of
shorter symbols and CodornicesRq is used to encode or decode each partition
individually. As another example, if an application uses a short symbol size for
multiple source blocks with the same number of source symbols, it may be more
efficient to use CodornicesRq to encode or decode using longer symbols, where
each application symbol from the multiple source blocks is concatenated into a
longer symbol that CodornicesRq uses to encode or decode the multiple source
blocks concurrently.

1.4 Library memory size considerations

The application must be careful to use parameters for using CodornicesRq that
result in memory sizes that are feasible for the application to allocate, and that
are efficient for CodornicesRq to operate on. Typically, the product of the
number K of source symbols and the symbol size is the most crucial constraint,
since this is a rough estimate of the memory size needed to store the input
symbols or the intermediate symbols. On many 32-bit processor architectures
the maximum memory that can be allocated is 2 GB, which is exceeded if K =
56, 403 and the symbol size is the maximum of 216 = 65, 536 bytes. Generally,
it is often useful to keep the memory sizes small enough so that the memories
can be kept in cache, thus allowing faster processing speeds, since it is often the
case that memory access is the bottleneck in processing speeds.

Similarly, the product of the number of output symbols to generate and the
symbol size can be a crucial constraint, as this is a rough estimate of the memory
size needed to store output symbols. If many more than K output symbols are
to be generated for a source block and memory sizes are a constraint, then a
useful tactic is to generate output symbols in batches of at most K at a time.

1.5 API conventions

A function argument with a name starting with an “n” is an integer, and is
thus a read-only argument that cannot be modified by the function. A function
argument with a name starting with a “pc” is a pointer to a constant read-only
memory that cannot be modified by the function. A function argument with
a name starting with a “p” is a pointer to a memory that is modified by the
function.
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To avoid some simple errors and perform simple error checks, sometimes the
size of a memory is also passed to CodornicesRq when the memory is passed
to CodornicesRq.

1.6 Two subtasks

The same two subtasks are used together to achieve encoding, decoding, and
transcoding. One subtask is to generate intermediate symbols from a sequence
of at least K input symbol identifiers and the corresponding input symbols for a
source block. Another subtask is to generate output symbols from a sequence of
output symbol identifiers and the intermediate symbols for a source block. These
subtasks are depicted in Figure 2 (shown on page 25). Encoding, decoding, or
transcoding is achieved using appropriate parameters in the calls to the two
subtasks.

A sequence of M ≥ K input symbols associated with a source block can be
used to generate the intermediate symbols, i.e., the input symbols can be any
combination of source and repair symbols associated with the source block. For
example, the input symbols are the K source symbols when CodornicesRq is
used for encoding, whereas the input symbols are typically a mix of M ≥ K
received source and repair symbols (or all repair symbols) when CodornicesRq

is used for decoding.
The number of intermediate symbols associated with a source block is slightly

more than K, and thus the total size of the intermediate symbols is slightly
larger than the source block. CodornicesRq compiles an intermediate program
of symbol operations based on the input symbol identifier sequence, and then
the intermediate symbols are generated from the input symbols based on the
compiled intermediate program. CodornicesRq is designed so that the process-
ing time to compile the intermediate program is linear in K, and so that the
number of symbol operations in the intermediate program that are executed to
generate the intermediate symbols from the input symbols (identified by their
symbol identifiers) is linear in K. Since the time to execute each symbol opera-
tion is linear in the symbol size, the processing time to execute the intermediate
program on the input symbols to generate the intermediate symbols is linear in
the size of the source block.

Any sequence of output symbols associated with a source block can be gen-
erated from the intermediate symbols, i.e., the output symbols can be any com-
bination of source and repair symbols associated with the source block. For
example, the output symbols are repair symbols when CodornicesRq is used
for encoding, whereas the output symbols are typically the missing source sym-
bols when CodornicesRq is used for decoding.

CodornicesRq compiles an output program of symbol operations based on
an output symbol identifier sequence, and then the output symbols are gen-
erated from the intermediate symbols based on the compiled output program.
CodornicesRq is designed so that the processing time to compile the output
program is linear in the number of output symbols to be generated, and so that
the number of symbol operations in the output program that are executed to
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generate the output symbols (identified by their symbol identifiers) from the in-
termediate symbols is linear in the number of output symbols generated. Since
the time to execute each symbol operation is linear in the symbol size, the
processing time to execute the output program on the intermediate symbols to
generate the output symbols is linear in the size of the aggregate size of the
output symbols generated.

The usage of the two subtasks to encode are depicted in Figure 3 (shown on
page 26), and the usage of the two subtasks to decode are depicted in Figure 4
(shown on page 27).

1.7 API overview

The API consists of two groups of functions to achieve the two subtasks, the
Intermediate functions and the Output functions. The Intermediate functions
use an input symbol identifier sequence and the corresponding input symbols to
generate the intermediate symbols. The Output functions use the intermediate
symbols and an output symbol identifier sequence to generate the corresponding
output symbols.

The Intermediate functions are organized as follows:

• RqInterGetMemSizes is used to get the sizes of the memories that need to
be allocated by the application and provided to the Intermediate functions.

• RqInterInit is used to initialize the input symbol identifier sequence.

• RqInterAddIds is used to add input symbol identifiers to the input symbol
identifier sequence to be used to compile the intermediate program.

• RqInterCompile is used to compile the intermediate program from the
input symbol identifier sequence.

• RqInterExecute is used to execute the intermediate program on the input
symbols corresponding to the input symbol identifier sequence to generate
the intermediate symbols.

The intermediate program compiled by RqInterCompile depends on the
number of source symbols nK and on the input symbol identifier sequence ini-
tialized by RqInterInit and populated by RqInterAddIds. RqInterExecute

executes the intermediate program on the input symbols corresponding to the
input symbol identifier sequence to generate the intermediate symbols.

The same intermediate program can be reused by RqInterExecute to gener-
ate intermediate symbols for different source blocks as long as the input symbols
for each of the source blocks correspond to the same input symbol identifier se-
quence used to compile the intermediate program. This property is especially
useful when encoding a series of source blocks with the same number nK of
source symbols, since the input symbol identifier sequence 〈0, 1, . . . , nK − 1〉 is
always the same. This property is also often useful when decoding a sequence of
source blocks with the same number of source symbols, e.g., when a source block
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with large symbol size is decoded in slices using a smaller symbol size. Another
example is when received streams of input symbols for a series of source blocks
with the same number of source symbols are to be used to decode, where each
received stream corresponds to input symbols from the series of source blocks
with the same input symbol identifier sequence.

The Output functions organization is very similar:

• RqOutGetMemSizes is used to get the sizes of the memories that need to
be allocated by the application and provided to other Output functions.

• RqOutInit is used to initialize the output symbol identifier sequence.

• RqOutAddIds is used to add output symbol identifiers to the output symbol
identifier sequence to be used to compile the output program.

• RqOutCompile is used to compile the output program from the output
symbol identifier sequence.

• RqOutExecute is used to execute the output program on the intermedi-
ate symbols to generate the output symbols corresponding to the output
symbol identifier sequence.

The output program compiled by RqOutCompile depends on the number
of source symbols nK and on the output symbol identifier sequence initialized
by RqOutInit and populated by RqOutAddIds. RqOutExecute executes the
output program on the intermediate symbols to generate the output symbols
corresponding to the output symbol identifier sequence.

The same output program can be reused by RqOutExecute to generate out-
put symbols for different source blocks as long as the output symbols for each of
the source blocks correspond to the same output symbol identifier sequence used
to compile the output program. This property is often useful when encoding a
series of source blocks with the same number nK of source symbols, since the
output symbol identifier sequence is often the same for each of the source blocks.
This property is especially useful when decoding a series of source blocks with
the same number nK of source symbols using the simple strategy of generating
all the source symbols (instead of only the missing source symbols), since the
output symbol identifier sequence 〈0, 1, . . . , nK− 1〉 is always the same.

The Intermediate functions and Output functions are designed to work to-
gether for source blocks with the same number nK of source symbols. Generally,
the Intermediate functions are used to generate the intermediate symbols from
input symbols, and the Output functions are used to generate output symbols
from the intermediate symbols.

The intermediate program compiled by RqInterCompile depends on the
input symbol identifier sequence, but does not depend on the values of the
corresponding input symbols.

The RaptorQ erasure code specified in IETF RFC 6330 has the property that
the values of all symbols, including the intermediate symbols, are determined by
the source symbol values of the source block. This implies that the intermediate
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symbol values for a source block are the same independent of how the values
are generated, i.e., independent of which input symbol identifiers are used to
generate the intermediate program which, together with the corresponding input
symbols, is used to generate the intermediate symbols. Thus:

• The output program can be compiled by RqOutCompile independent of
which input symbols are used to generate the intermediate symbols.

• The intermediate program can be compiled by RqInterCompile indepen-
dent of which output symbols are to be generated from the intermediate
symbols.

Thus, an intermediate program and an output program that are used to-
gether to produce output symbols from input symbols for a source block can
be compiled in either order before any of the symbol values are known. On
the other hand, RqInterExecute must be executed first using the intermediate
program to generate the intermediate symbols from the input symbols before
RqOutExecute is executed using the output program to generate output symbols
from the intermediate symbols.

2 Generate the intermediate symbols

In this subsection we describe how to generate the intermediate symbols from a
sequence of input symbol identifiers and corresponding input symbols of a source
block. RqInterInit is used to initialize, RqInterAddIds is used to add input
symbol identifiers to the input symbol identifier sequence, RqInterCompile is
used to compile an intermediate program from the input symbol identifier se-
quence, and RqInterExecute is used to execute the intermediate program on
the input symbols corresponding to the input symbol identifier sequence to gen-
erate the intermediate symbols.

2.1 RqInterGetMemSizes

Syntax:
int RqInterGetMemSizes ( int nMaxK,

int nMaxExtra,
size t* pInterWorkMemSize,
size t* pInterProgMemSize,
size t* pInterSymNum );

RqInterGetMemSizes is a helper function that an application can call to
determine the sizes of memories needed by subsequent CodornicesRq functions
to generate the intermediate symbols.

The intermediate working memory is used to store an input symbol identifier
sequence and other related parameters. The application allocates and provides
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an intermediate working memory to RqInterInit to initialize the intermediate
working memory. The size in bytes to allocate for the intermediate working
memory can be obtained from RqInterGetMemSizes. RqInterAddIds is used
to add input symbol identifiers to the input symbol identifier sequence stored in
the intermediate working memory. At least nK and at most nK+nMaxExtra input
symbol identifiers must be stored in the intermediate working memory before
the call to RqInterCompile, which compiles an intermediate program based on
the input symbol identifier sequence stored in the intermediate working memory.

Arguments:

nMaxK: The memory sizes computed by RqInterGetMemSizes can be used
to support a source block with up to nMaxK source symbols.

nMaxExtra: The memory sizes computed by RqInterGetMemSizes can be
used to support a sequence of at most K + nMaxExtra input sym-
bol identifiers, where K is the number of source symbols. If the
input symbol identifier sequence is 〈0, 1, . . . ,K − 1〉 then nMaxExtra

should be set to zero, otherwise the recommended default value for
nMaxExtra is RQ DEFAULT MAX EXTRA. RQ DEFAULT MAX EXTRA has been
picked to be large enough so that not only the recovery failure prob-
ability is tiny (it’s already very small for substantially smaller values
of nMaxExtra), but so that codec speed performance is close to the
peak with that number of extra symbols.

pInterWorkMemSize: If non-NULL, pointer to the size in bytes of inter-
mediate working memory needed by subsequent CodornicesRq func-
tions for the source block, computed and returned by RqInterGetMemSizes.

pInterProgMemSize: If non-NULL, pointer to the size in bytes of the
intermediate program memory needed by subsequent CodornicesRq
functions for the source block, computed and returned by RqInterGetMemSizes.

pInterSymNum: If non-NULL, pointer to the number of intermediate sym-
bols for the source block, computed and returned by RqInterGetMemSizes.

The return value of RqInterGetMemSizes is zero if there are no errors, and is one
of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error, and in particular the return value
is equal to the RQ ERR EDOM constant if either nMaxK or nMaxExtra is negative,
or if either nMaxK or nMaxExtra is larger than the maximum supported value.

2.2 RqInterInit

Syntax:
int RqInterInit ( int nK,

int nMaxExtra,
RqInterWorkMem * pInterWorkMem,
size t nInterWorkMemSize);
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The input symbol identifier sequence and other relevant source block param-
eters are stored in intermediate working memory. RqInterInit sets the nK and
nMaxExtra parameters within the intermediate working memory, and initializes
the input symbol identifier sequence stored in the intermediate working memory
to the null sequence.

Initialization of the intermediate working memory is required as a first step
before any other operations can be performed on it. An intermediate work-
ing memory can also be reinitialized by RqInterInit, which has the effect of
removing any added symbol identifiers and potentially changing the nK value.

Arguments:

nK: The number of source symbols for source blocks associated with the
intermediate working memory. This value must be at most the value
of nMaxK supplied to RqInterGetMemSizes to calculate the memory
sizes.

nMaxExtra: nK + nMaxExtra is the maximum number of input symbol
identifiers that can be added by RqInterAddIds before RqInterCompile
is used to produce the compiled intermediate program for the source
block. This value is the same as what was passed by the user/caller
in a previous call to RqInterGetMemSizes.

pInterWorkMem: Pointer to the intermediate working memory. It is of
type RqInterWorkMem which is a pointer to an opaque type repre-
senting processing memory used internally by the library.

nInterWorkMemSize: The actual size in bytes of the intermediate working
memory. This amount must be at least equal to what the application
got from a previous call to RqInterGetMemSizes with arguments
nMaxK ≥ nK and nMaxExtra.

The return value of RqInterInit is zero if there are no errors, and is one of
the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on Error
Codes for more details.

2.3 RqInterAddIds

Syntax:
int RqInterAddIds ( RqInterWorkMem * pInterWorkMem,

int32 t nInSymIdBeg,
int32 t nInSymIdAdd);

RqInterAddIds is used to add input symbol identifiers at the end of the
input symbol identifier sequence. The intermediate working memory stores
the input symbol identifier sequence used by RqInterCompile to compile the
intermediate program. The order in which symbol identifiers are added matters:
they must be supplied in the same order as the corresponding symbol data
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that will be supplied to RqInterExecute. There is no significant efficiency
difference between adding symbol identifiers individually with multiple calls to
RqInterAddIds or adding a single large run of the same size.

Arguments:

pInterWorkMem: Pointer to the intermediate working memory.

nInSymIdBeg: The beginning input symbol identifier to add at the end
of the input symbol identifier sequence stored in the intermediate
working memory.

nInSymIdAdd: The number of input symbol identifiers to add at the end of
the input symbol identifier sequence stored in the intermediate work-
ing memory. The added input symbol identifiers are 〈nInSymIdBeg, nInSymIdBeg+
1, . . . , nInSymIdBeg + nInSymIdAdd − 1〉.

The return value of RqInterAddIds is zero if there are no errors, and is one of
the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on Error
Codes for more details.

2.4 RqInterCompile

Syntax:
int RqInterCompile ( RqInterWorkMem * pInterWorkMem,

RqInterProgram * pInterProgMem,
size t nInterProgMemSize);

RqInterCompile is used to produce a compiled intermediate program of
symbol operations based on the sequence of input symbol identifiers added by
RqInterAddIds to the intermediate working memory. The compiled interme-
diate program can subsequently be used by RqInterExecute to generate the
intermediate symbols from the input symbols corresponding to the input sym-
bol identifier sequence. If the intermediate program compilation is successful
then the intermediate symbols can be generated, which can then be used to
generate output symbols.

Intermediate program memory is used to store the intermediate program
compiled by RqInterCompile. The application allocates and provides an in-
termediate program memory to RqInterCompile, which initializes and uses
the intermediate program memory to store the compiled intermediate pro-
gram. The size in bytes to allocate for this memory can be obtained from
RqInterGetMemSizes.

The compiled intermediate program stored in the intermediate program
memory for a source block is read (but not modified) by RqInterExecute to
generate the intermediate symbols for the source block. The same compiled
intermediate program in an intermediate program memory can be used to gen-
erate the intermediate symbols for all source blocks for which the available input
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symbols correspond to the input symbol identifier sequence from which the in-
termediate program was compiled.

Arguments:

pInterWorkMem: Pointer to the intermediate working memory.

pInterProgMem: Pointer to the intermediate program memory where the
compiled intermediate program generated by RqInterCompile is to
be stored. It is of type RqInterProgMem which is a pointer to an
opaque type representing a sequence of operations to produce inter-
mediate block symbols from the input symbols.

nInterProgMemSize: The actual size in bytes of the intermediate program
memory. This amount must be at least equal to what the application
got from a previous call to RqInterGetMemSizes with nMaxK ≥ nK

and nMaxExtra.

The return value of RqInterCompile is zero if there are no errors, and is
one of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on
Error Codes for more details.

2.5 RqInterExecute

Syntax:
int RqInterExecute ( const RqInterProgram * pcInterProgMem,

size t nSymSize,
const void* pcInSymMem,
size t nInSymMemSize,
void* pInterSymMem,
size t nInterSymMemSize);

RqInterExecute is used to execute the intermediate program on input sym-
bols to generate the intermediate symbols. The input symbols must be in the
same order as the input symbol identifier sequence used to compile the inter-
mediate program.

The application allocates and populates an input symbol memory providing
a sequence of input symbols to RqInterExecute. The input symbol memory is
read-only and is not modified by RqInterExecute.

The application allocates and provides an intermediate symbol memory to
RqInterExecute, which it initializes and uses to store the intermediate symbols
it generates. The size in bytes to allocate for this memory can be obtained from
RqInterGetMemSizes and from the symbol size.

Arguments:

pcInterProgMem: Pointer constant to the intermediate program memory
where the intermediate program that was compiled by RqInterCompile

is stored.
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nSymSize: The size in bytes of symbols.

pcInSymMem: Pointer constant to the input symbol memory where the
input symbols are stored. The input symbol order must be the same
as the corresponding order the input symbol identifiers were added to
the input symbol identifier sequence in calls to RqInterAddIds, the
number of input symbols must be the same as the number of input
symbol identifiers in the input symbol identifier sequence, and each
input symbol must be of size nSymSize.

nInSymMemSize: The size in bytes of the input symbol memory pointed to
by pcInSymMem, which must be at least nSymSize times the number of
input symbol identifiers that were added in calls to RqInterAddIds.

pInterSymMem: Pointer to the intermediate symbol memory where the
intermediate symbols generated by RqInterExecute are to be stored.

nInterSymMemSize: The size in bytes of the intermediate symbol memory,
which must be at least nSymSize times the number of intermediate
symbols computed by RqInterGetMemSizes with nMaxK ≥ nK and
nMaxExtra.

The return value of RqInterExecute is zero if there are no errors, and is
one of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on
Error Codes for more details.

3 Generate output symbols

In this section we describe how to generate output symbols from the intermedi-
ate symbols and a sequence of output symbol identifiers. RqOutInit is used to
initialize, RqOutAddIds is used to add output symbol identifiers to the output
symbol identifier sequence, RqOutCompile is used to compile an output program
from the output symbol identifier sequence, and RqOutExecute is used to exe-
cute the output program on the intermediate symbols and the output symbol
identifier sequence to generate the output symbols.

3.1 RqOutGetMemSizes

Syntax:
int RqOutGetMemSizes ( int nOutSymNum,

size t* pOutWorkMemSize,
size t* pOutProgMemSize);

RqOutGetMemSizes is a helper function that an application can call to de-
termine the sizes of memories needed by subsequent CodornicesRq functions to
generate output symbols.

The output working memory is used to store an output symbol identifier se-
quence and other related parameters. The application allocates and provides an
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output working memory to RqOutInit to initialize the output working memory.
The size in bytes to allocate for the output working memory can be obtained
from RqOutGetMemSizes. RqOutAddIds is used to add output symbol identifiers
to the output symbol identifier sequence stored in the output working memory.
RqOutCompile compiles an output program based on the output symbol identi-
fier sequence stored in the output working memory.

Arguments:

nOutSymNum: The memory sizes computed by RqOutGetMemSizes for out-
put working memory and output program memory can be used to
support generating up to nOutSymNum output symbols.

pOutWorkMemSize: If non-NULL, pointer to the size in bytes of output
working memory needed by subsequent CodornicesRq functions, com-
puted and returned by RqOutGetMemSizes.

pOutProgMemSize: If non-NULL, pointer to the size in bytes of the out-
put program memory needed by subsequent CodornicesRq functions,
computed and returned by RqOutGetMemSizes.

The return value of RqOutGetMemSizes is zero if there are no errors, and is one
of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on
Error Codes for more details.

3.2 RqOutInit

Syntax:
int RqOutInit ( int nK,

RqOutWorkMem * pOutWorkMem,
size t nOutWorkMemSize)

The output symbol identifier sequence and other relevant source block pa-
rameters are stored in output working memory. RqOutInit sets the nK pa-
rameters within the output working memory, and initializes the output symbol
identifier sequence stored in the output working memory to the null sequence.

Initialization of the output working memory is required as a first step before
any other operations can be performed on it. An output working memory can
also be reinitialized by RqOutInit, which has the effect of removing any added
symbol identifiers and potentially changing the nK value.

Arguments:

nK: The number of source symbols for source blocks associated with the
output working memory. This must be the same value as used to
generate the intermediate symbols.

pOutWorkMem: Pointer to the output working memory. It is of type RqOutWorkMem
which is a pointer to an opaque type representing processing memory
used internally by the library.
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3.3 RqOutAddIds 3 GENERATE OUTPUT SYMBOLS

nOutWorkMemSize: The actual size in bytes of the output working mem-
ory. This amount must be at least equal to what the application got
from a previous call to RqOutGetMemSizes with arguments nOutSymNum.

The return value of RqOutInit is zero if there are no errors, and is one of
the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on Error
Codes for more details.

3.3 RqOutAddIds

Syntax:
int RqOutAddIds ( RqOutWorkMem * pOutWorkMem,

int32 t nOutSymIdBeg,
int32 t nOutSymIdAdd);

RqOutAddIds is used to add output symbol identifiers at the end of the out-
put symbol identifier sequence. The output working memory stores the output
symbol identifier sequence used by RqOutCompile to compile the output pro-
gram. The order in which symbol identifiers are added matters: the output
symbols are provided back by RqOutExecute in the same order as the corre-
sponding order in which they are added using RqOutAddIds. There is no signif-
icant efficiency difference between adding symbol identifiers individually with
multiple calls to RqOutAddIds or adding a single large run of the same size.

Arguments:

pOutWorkMem: Pointer to the output working memory.

nOutSymIdBeg: The beginning output symbol identifier to add at the end
of the output symbol identifier sequence stored in the output working
memory.

nOutSymIdAdd: The number of output symbol identifiers to add at the end
of the output symbol identifier sequence stored in the output working
memory. The added output symbol identifiers are 〈nOutSymIdBeg, nOutSymIdBeg+
1, . . . , nOutSymIdBeg + nOutSymIdAdd − 1〉.

The return value of RqOutAddIds is zero if there are no errors, and is one of
the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on Error
Codes for more details.

3.4 RqOutCompile

Syntax:
int RqOutCompile ( RqOutWorkMem * pOutWorkMem,

RqOutProgram * pOutProgMem,
size t nOutProgMemSize);
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RqOutCompile is used to produce a compiled output program of symbol oper-
ations based on the sequence of output symbol identifiers added by RqOutAddIds

to the output working memory. The compiled output program can subsequently
be used by RqOutExecute to generate the output symbols corresponding to the
output symbol identifier sequence from the intermediate symbols.

Output program memory is used to store the output program compiled by
RqOutCompile. The application allocates and provides an output program mem-
ory to RqOutCompile, which initializes and uses the output program memory
to store the compiled output program. The size in bytes to allocate for this
memory can be obtained from RqOutGetMemSizes.

The compiled output program stored in the output program memory for a
source block is read (but not modified) by RqOutExecute to generate the output
symbols for the source block. The same compiled output program in an output
program memory can be used to generate the output symbols for all source
blocks with the same output symbol identifier sequence from which the output
program was compiled.

Arguments:

pOutWorkMem: Pointer to the output working memory.

pOutProgMem: Pointer to the output program memory where the compiled
output program generated by RqOutCompile is to be stored. It is of
type RqOutProgram which is a pointer to an opaque type representing
a sequence of operations to produce output block symbols from the
intermediate block symbols.

nOutProgMemSize: The actual size in bytes of the output program mem-
ory. This amount must be at least equal to what the application got
from a previous call to RqOutGetMemSizes with nOutSymNum.

The return value of RqOutCompile is zero if there are no errors, and is one
of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on
Error Codes for more details.

3.5 RqOutExecute

Syntax:
int RqOutExecute ( const RqOutProgram * pcOutProgMem,

size t nSymSize,
const void* pcInterSymMem,
void* pOutSymMem,
size t nOutSymMemSize);

RqOutExecute is used to execute the output program compiled by RqOutCompile

to generate the output symbols. The output symbols will be in the same order
as the output symbol identifier sequence stored in the output working memory
in the call to RqOutCompile to compile the output program.
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The application allocates and provides a memory to RqOutExecute to store a
sequence of generated output symbols. This memory is modified by RqOutExecute.

Arguments:

pcOutProgMem: Pointer constant to the output program memory where
the output program that was compiled by RqOutCompile is stored.

nSymSize: The size in bytes of symbols. This must be the same as the
symbol size in the call to RqInterExecute to generate the interme-
diate symbols.

pcInterSymMem: Pointer constant to the intermediate symbol memory
where the intermediate symbols are stored.

pOutSymMem: Pointer to the output symbol memory where the output
symbols generated by RqOutExecute are stored. The output sym-
bol order is the same as the corresponding order the output symbol
identifiers were added to the output symbol identifier sequence in
calls to RqOutAddIds, the number of output symbols is the same as
the number of output symbol identifiers in the output symbol iden-
tifier sequence, and each output symbol is of size nSymSize. Thus,
the size in bytes of the output symbol memory must be at least
nSymSize times the number output symbol identifiers in the output
symbol identifier sequence at the time of the call to RqOutCompile.

nOutSymMemSize: The size in bytes of the output symbol memory, which
must be at least nSymSize times the number of output symbol iden-
tifiers in the output symbol identifier sequence at the time of the call
to RqOutCompile.

The return value of RqOutExecute is zero if there are no errors, and is one
of the RQ ERR * constants if there is an error. Please refer to the Section on
Error Codes for more details.

4 Error Codes

In this section we describe the various error codes that can be returned by the
Intermediate functions and Output functions that make up the CodornicesRq

API.
All CodornicesRq API functions return 0 on success and one of the error

codes described below in case of an error.

4.1 RQ ERR ENOMEM

This error code indicates that the user-supplied block of memory does not have
enough space to store the requested amount of data. This is typically indicative
of a user (programmer) error.
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4.2 RQ ERR EDOM

This error code indicates that a value that was supplied to the API was not in
the valid range. This is typically indicative of a user (programmer) error.

4.3 RQ ERR MAX IDS REACHED

This error is returned by RqInterAddIds if an attempt was made to add more
symbol identifiers to the intermediate work memory than the amount of space
available. This can happen if the number of symbol identifiers that were at-
tempted to be added exceeds the number provisioned for with RqInterInit

This error is also returned by RqOutAddIds if an attempt was made to add
more symbol identifiers to the output work memory than the amount of space
available. This can happen if the number of symbol identifiers that were at-
tempted to be added exceeds the number provisioned for with RqOutInit

This is not a fatal error; it merely means that the excess identifiers were
dropped. A program can still be compiled and executed, barring any other
errors, and the results will be correct, but not using the excess symbol data
associated with the excess symbol identifiers.

4.4 RQ ERR INSUFF IDS

This error indicates that the given symbol identifiers are insufficient for decod-
ing. It is returned by RqInterCompile when there are not enough identifiers to
generate an intermediate program.

5 Examples of using the API

In this section we describe some examples of how an application can use the
CodornicesRq API. We start with the same example of a single sender, receiver,
and amplifier described in Section 1.1.

5.1 Encoding at a sender

A sending application App is to send a sequence of 1 MB source blocks, where
each source block is partitioned into nK = 1024 source symbols, each symbol of
size nSymSize = 1024 bytes. For each source block an additional nR = 500 repair
symbols are to be generated and sent to a receiver (the packets can optionally
pass through an amplifier along the way). The payload of each packet carries one
symbol of size nSymSize, and the header of each packet carries the corresponding
symbol identifier and a source block identifier. The pseudo-code that achieves
this is below.

App pre-allocates memories of the appropriate sizes:

18



5.1 Encoding at a sender 5 EXAMPLES OF USING THE API

• App calls RqInterGetMemSizes(nK, 0, pInterWorkMemSize, pInterProgMemSize,
pInterSymNum) to obtain the memory sizes to generate the interme-
diate symbols.

• App allocates intermediate working memory of size nInterWorkMemSize
with pointer pInterWorkMem.

• App allocates intermediate program memory of size nInterProgMemSize
with pointer pInterProgMem.

• App sets nInterSymMemSize to (∗pInterSymNum) · nSymSize.

• App allocates intermediate symbol memory of size nInterSymMemSize
with pointer pInterSymMem.

• App sets nInSymMemSize to nK · nSymSize
• App allocates input symbol memory of size nInSymMemSize with pointer
pcInSymMem.

• App calls RqOutGetMemSizes(nR, pOutWorkMemSize, pOutProgMemSize)
to obtain the memory sizes to generate output symbols.

• App allocates output working memory of size nOutWorkMemSize with
pointer pOutWorkMem.

• App allocates output program memory of size nOutProgMemSize with
pointer pOutProgMem.

• App sets nOutSymMemSize to nR · nSymSize.

• App allocates output symbol memory of size nOutSymMemSize with
pointer pOutSymMem.

Since the same input symbol identifier sequence 〈0, . . . , nK − 1〉 and output
symbol identifier sequence 〈nK, nK + 1, . . . , nK + nR − 1〉 is used for each
source block, App compiles the intermediate program and output program
once and uses it for all source blocks:

• App calls RqInterInit(nK, 0, pInterWorkMem, nInterWorkMemSize)
to initialize the input symbol identifier sequence stored in intermedi-
ate working memory to the null sequence.

• App calls RqInterAddIds(pInterWorkMem, 0, nK) to add the input
symbol identifier sequence 〈0, 1, . . . , nK−1〉 to the intermediate work-
ing memory.

• App calls RqInterCompile(pInterWorkMem, pInterProgMem, nInterProgMemSize)
to compile a program stored in intermediate program memory from
the input symbol identifier sequence stored in intermediate working
memory.

• App calls RqOutInit(nK, pOutWorkMem, nOutWorkMemSize) to initial-
ize the output symbol identifier sequence stored in output working
memory to the null sequence.
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• App calls RqOutAddIds(pOutWorkMem, nK, nR) to add the output sym-
bol identifier sequence 〈nK, nK+1, . . . , nK+nR−1〉 to output working
memory.

• App calls RqOutCompile(pOutWorkMem, pOutProgMem, nOutProgMemSize)
to compile an output program stored in output program memory
from the output symbol identifier sequence stored in output working
memory.

App does the following for each source block to send:

• App places the source block into input symbol memory pointed to by
pcInSymMem.

• App calls RqInterExecute(pcInterProgMem, nSymSize, pcInSymMem,
nInSymMemSize, pInterSymMem, nInterSymMemSize) to generate the
intermediate symbols from the compiled intermediate program and
the source symbols.

• App calls RqOutExecute(pcOutProgMem, nSymSize, pcInterSymMem,
pOutSymMem) to generate the output symbols from the compiled out-
put program and the intermediate symbols.

• App puts the nK source symbols stored at pcInSymMem (input symbols)
and the nR repair symbols stored at pOutSymMem (output symbols)
in packet payloads with appropriate packet headers and sends the
packets to the receiver.

5.2 Decoding at a receiver

A receiving application App is to receive packets from the sender (and optionally,
also from an amplifier) for a sequence of 1 MB source blocks and recover the
source blocks, where each source block is partitioned into nK = 1024 source
symbols, each symbol of size nSymSize = 1024 bytes. The payload of each
packet carries one symbol of size nSymSize, and the header of each packet
carries the corresponding symbol identifier and a source block identifier. In
this example, even though some of the original source symbols are received, for
simplicity the App generates all of the source symbols of the recovered source
block. The pseudo-code that achieves this is below.

App pre-allocates memories of the appropriate sizes:

• App sets nMaxExtra to RQ DEFAULT MAX EXTRA

• App calls RqInterGetMemSizes(nK, nMaxExtra, pInterWorkMemSize,
pInterProgMemSize, pInterSymNum) to obtain the memory sizes to
generate the intermediate symbols.

• App allocates intermediate working memory of size nInterWorkMemSize
with pointer pInterWorkMem.
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• App allocates intermediate program memory of size nInterProgMemSize
with pointer pInterProgMem.

• App sets nInterSymMemSize to (∗pInterSymNum) · nSymSize.

• App allocates intermediate symbol memory of size nInterSymMemSize
with pointer pInterSymMem.

• App sets nInSymMemSize to (nK + nMaxExtra) · nSymSize
• App allocates input symbol memory of size nInSymMemSize with pointer
pcInSymMem.

• App calls RqOutGetMemSizes(nK, pOutWorkMemSize, pOutProgMemSize)
to obtain the memory sizes to generate output symbols.

• App allocates output working memory of size nOutWorkMemSize with
pointer pOutWorkMem.

• App allocates output program memory of size nOutProgMemSize with
pointer pOutProgMem.

• App sets nOutSymMemSize to nK · nSymSize.

• App allocates output symbol memory of size nOutSymMemSize with
pointer pOutSymMem.

Since output symbol identifier sequence 〈0, . . . , nK − 1〉 is the same for each
source block, App compiles the output program once and uses it for all
source blocks:

• App calls RqOutInit(nK, pOutWorkMem, nOutWorkMemSize) to initial-
ize the output symbol identifier sequence stored in output working
memory to the null sequence.

• App calls RqOutAddIds(pOutWorkMem, 0, nK) to add the output sym-
bol identifier sequence 〈0, 1, . . . , nK− 1〉 to output working memory.

• App calls RqOutCompile(pOutWorkMem, pOutProgMem, nOutProgMemSize)
to compile an output program stored in output program memory
from the output symbol identifier sequence stored in output working
memory.

App does the following for each current source block to recover:

• App calls RqInterInit(nK, nMaxExtra, pInterWorkMem, nInterWorkMemSize)
to initialize the input symbol identifier sequence stored in intermedi-
ate working memory to the null sequence.

• While the number of input symbol identifiers to the input symbol
identifier sequence by RqInterAddIds is at most nK+nMaxExtra and
there are still received packets for the current source block, the App

does the following for each such packet: App calls RqInterAddIds(pInterWorkMem,
nP, 1) to add received symbol identifier nP from packet header to se-
quence stored in working memory, and adds corresponding received
symbol from packet payload into input symbol memory pointed to
by pcInSymMem.
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• If the number of input symbol identifiers in the input symbol identi-
fier sequence is less than nK then the current source block is not re-
coverable, and the remaining steps are skipped for the current source
block.

• App calls RqInterCompile(pInterWorkMem, pInterProgMem, nInterProgMemSize)
to compile a program stored in intermediate program memory from
the input symbol identifier sequence stored in intermediate working
memory.

• App calls RqInterExecute(pcInterProgMem, nSymSize, pcInSymMem,
nInSymMemSize, pInterSymMem, nInterSymMemSize) to generate the
intermediate symbols from the compiled intermediate program and
the source symbols.

• App calls RqOutExecute(pcOutProgMem, nSymSize, pcInterSymMem,
pOutSymMem) to generate as output symbols the source symbols with
output symbol identifier sequence 〈0, 1, . . . , nK−1〉 from the interme-
diate symbols.

• The nK source symbols stored at pOutSymMem (output symbols) form
the recovered current source block.

5.3 Transcoding at an amplifier

An amplifier application App is to receive packets from the sender for a sequence
of 1 MB source blocks from the sender and transmit an additional nS = 250
repair symbols in packets for each source block to the receiver, where each
source block is partitioned into nK = 1024 source symbols, each symbol of size
nSymSize = 1024 bytes. The application immediately transmits all packets
received from the sender to the receiver.

Transcoding at the amplifier is very similar to decoding at the receiver. The
beginning output symbol identifier of the output symbol identifier sequence is
set to nB = nK + nR so that all the output symbols generated and sent by the
amplifier are different than those sent by the sender. The following are the
changes for the transcoder compared to the decoder:

• The number of output symbols is set to nS. The output symbol memory
size is nOutSymMemSize = nS · nSymSize.

• App calls RqOutAddIds(pOutWorkMem, nB, nS) to add the output symbol
identifier sequence 〈nB, nB+1, . . . , nB+nS−1〉 to output working memory.

• App puts the nS repair symbols stored at pOutSymMem (output symbols)
in packet payloads with appropriate packet headers and sends the packets
to the receiver.
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Figure 1: Top row: depiction of a source block (blue); bottom row: partition
of a source block into K source symbols (blue) and associated identifiers (red),
also showing repair symbols (yellow) and associated identifiers (red).
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Figure 2: The two subtasks of the CodornicesRq library: generate intermediate
symbols and generate output symbols.
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Figure 3: The two subtasks of the CodornicesRq library used to encode.
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Figure 4: The two subtasks of the CodornicesRq library used to decode.
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